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electric highways ost

I just finished playing this engaging game. VERY cool and fun to see all the old "gang" again.
Love the black and white with splashes of colour.
 I was sorry when it was over!
I only had one issue with the dancing but everything else ran smoothly .
Totally recommended! (I may have to play it again...)
Cannot WAIT for Blackenrock.. i loved this game
rip. I really liked the progression in the first few levels, and how eventually you could choose your own path to solve the
remaining ones. My only suggestion would be enabling workshop content so the fun wouldn't have to stop after 100%
completion.... It's not the most exciting game around but it has potential.. Beautiful and wise game.. Love it!. The game is very
nice. I will change my opinion when someone can tell me how to go further the first part ... Even on internet , no one could do it
...

Update 1st Sept 2017 : DON'T BUY THE GAME. HE'S ABANDONED FROM DEVS !!!!!

It's a shame because they are making other games since that game..... I have to say - for as cheap as it goes thats a really nice
rogue-like connect-3 game - I don't know how the grinding aspect will end up eventually, but after 5 hours the game is nice -
paid less than for you mum's services, about 3 Euros, go grab it, boys and girls.. on level 12 the kitchen when you open the
painting drawer for xmas mould you can't get out so cant get any further the game. I bought this DLC becasue of the reviews
and I must say I'm disappointed. Yes the route is long and scenic graphics, and the speed control is sensible, the best I've used
since it's in the HUD. However the uphill route is boring enough to allow me to play a solitaire game until the train nears the
summit, then its ride the brakes until the bottom of the hill where the usual wierd speed changes destroy any chance of a perfect
run. I wish I could get a refund even tho I bought it on sale.
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this game is the greatest wow put me on the edge of my seat omg too much scary

Thumbs up from me. This game is fun i died in real life because i love and it make destroy EVERY THINK and it is the best
game ever + its made with unity pro. so that makes my year. Writing a review coz I nominated this game to my own steam
award "A Precious small adventure" !

I recommend this game! The art style is lovely, charming; the puzzles are well thought and the color mechanic is very clever!
Just when you get used to how simple it is at the beginning it soon becomes more complex and complex as you progress with the
addition of new obstacles, mechanics and colors!

It is a small game of 8 Acts and a total of 40 puzzles; Took me 5 hours to beat in around one week, getting stuck in multiple
puzzles for a while. But still I found this adventure to be worth it and enjoyable!

The soundtrack is very relaxing although some areas can get a bit dark.

Thumbs up!. Not fun or anything, hard controls. One of my purchases that I regret buying the most.. I remember playing this
game all the time when I was a kid. The experience feels so authentic and the characters are so memorable that you'll forget
you're playing a game.. Egosoft has finally made X Rebirth the best game in the series!. This was a very promising game, fun to
play. It hits you with a pay to win model very early on, you cannot upgrade your studio (guild) beyond a certain point without
paying money. Disappointing.
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